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Biocompack Project Collaborates for Innovation

EcoCortec® ‐ Host of Steering Committee in Zagreb!
The fourth steering committee
meeting of the Biocompack CE
project was held in Zagreb,
Croatia, April 12th‐13th. Twenty‐
one project partners from
Croatia, Italy, Poland, Hungary,
Slovenia,
and
Slovakia
attended the meeting. The
Biocompack CE project, funded
by the Interreg Central Europe
programme, brings together
the world of paper and the
world of plastics. The project aims to produce multi‐materials for use particularly in the
packaging sector while meeting new needs of customers in terms of functionality. The main goal
of Biocompack is to prevent the hazardous environmental impact of conventional plastic
materials discarded in the
environment, as well as to
promote
sustainability
and
innovative
technologies.
®
EcoCortec , as one of the leading
manufacturers of environmentally
responsible packaging materials
for corrosion protection in Europe,
is proud to be one of the ten
international project partners. We
are now in the middle of the
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project. During the committee’s two busy days in Zagreb, project partners discussed several
topics including current project status and the different materials and applications being used.
Also, future actions were planned for the next phase. Our guests finished the meeting with some
sightseeing in the beautiful streets of Zagreb and a delicious dinner and some fun time at the
Capuciner restaurant located in the city’s old upper town. We are sure our guests had a lovely
time, and we are hoping to see everyone at one of our next meetings!
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